
A Loal Reformulation of the Williams CyleGereon MüllerUniversität LeipzigWorkshop on Struture Building, Universität Konstanz, April 13-14, 20121. Introdution: Improper MovementGeneralization:There is a orrelation between the position targeted by a movement type (low vs. high) and thedistane over whih it an apply (short vs. long).(1) Srambling vs. Long-Distane Srambling in German:a. dassthat dasthe Buh1bookacc

keinerno-one-nom t1 liestreadsb. *dassthat KarlKarlnom

dasthe Buh1bookacc

glaubtthinks [CP dassthat keinerno-onenom

t1 liest ℄reads(2) Pronoun fronting/objet shift:a. dassthat es1itacc

FritzFritznom

t1 gelesenread hathasb. *dassthat ihInom

es1itacc

glaubethink [CP dassthat FritzFritznom

t1 gelesenread hat ℄has(3) Raising vs. Super-Raising in English:a. Mary1 seems [TP t1 to like John ℄b. *Mary1 seems [CP t′1 that t1 likes John ℄(4) Cliti Climbing in Italian:a. MarioMario lo1it vuolewants [TP leggereto read t1 ℄b. *MarioMario lo1it odiahates [CP (t′1) C [TP leggereto read t1 ℄℄(5) Extraposition (Ross's (1967) Right Roof Constraint/Upward Boundedness Constraint):*John always maintains [CP (t′1) that [DP a review t1 ℄ will appear shortly ℄ whenever he is askedabout it [PP of his new book ℄1Note:The generalization is standardly aounted for by a onspiray of two onstraints.(i) First, there is a loality onstraint that permits extration from a CP only via SpeC; e.g., thePhase Impenetrability Condition (PIC) in (6). This preludes skipping SpeC in (1-b), (2-b), (3-b),(4-b), and (5).(ii) Seond, there is a onstraint on improper movement aording to whih movement to a TP-internalposition may preede movement to SpeC, but not vie versa; this asymmetry an be taken to re�etthe hierarhy of the target positions in the tree.(6) Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC; Chomsky (2000; 2001)):The domain of a head X of a phase XP is not aessible to operations outside XP; only X and itsedge are aessible to suh operations. 1

2. Existing Analyses2.1 Priniple CRefs.:May (1979), Chomsky (1981)Assumptions:(i) Loally A-bar bound traes qualify as variables. (A trae whose immediate anteedent is in SpeCis loally A-bar bound.)(ii) Variables obey Priniple C of the Binding Theory: They must not be bound from an A-position.Analysis:Super-Raising is exluded by Priniple C given that the initial trae quali�es as a variable: Thistrae in base position is A-bound from the matrix SpeT position. To extend this aount to otherphenomena, the respetive movement types must be assumed to end up in A-positions, and the initialtraes must also uniformly be loally A-bar bound; see Fanselow (1990) on srambling in German.2.2 Unambiguous BindingRef.:Müller & Sternefeld (1993)Claim:A more general approah to improper movement is required beause (a) srambling in German isnot A-movement (parasiti gaps, no liensing of re�exives and reiproals, weak rossover (for somespeakers), et.); and (b) there are asymmetries between unontroversial A-bar movement types aswell, e.g., topialization vs. wh-movement in German.(7) Topialization vs. Wh-Movement from Wh-Islands in German (Fanselow (1987)):a. *Welheswhih Radio1radio weiÿtknow duyou nihtnot [CP wie2how C [TP manone t1 t2 repariert ℄℄ ?�xesb. ?Radios1radios weiÿknow ihI nihtnot [CP wie2how C [TP manone t1 t2 repariert ℄℄�xesAssumptions:(i) Di�erent movement types are de�ned by targetting di�erent landing sites: Srambling targetsSpeV, topialization targets SpeTop, wh-movement targets SpeC, raising targets SpeT.(ii) There is a onstraint on uniform hains that makes use of these di�erenes in landing sites, viz.,the Priniple of Unambiguous Binding (PUB).(8) Priniple of Unambiguous Binding (PUB):A variable that is α-bound must be β-free in the domain of the head of its hain (where α and βrefer to di�erent types of positions).Analysis:In (1-b)�(4-b), (5) (and (7-a)), the derivations required by loality onstraints violate the PUB beausevariables (i.e., loally A-bar bound traes) are ambiguously bound. (In (7), topialization may use anembedded SpeTop esape hath that is unavailable for wh-movement, beause of the PUB.)2



2.3 The Williams CyleRefs.:Williams (1974; 2003), Sternefeld (1992), Grewendorf (2003; 2004), Abels (2008)Assumptions (Williams):(i) There are several (four or �ve) nested domains: S′ > S > Pred > VP (Williams (1974)), orembedded levels: FS, SS, CS, TS (Williams (2003)).(ii) It follows from a Level Embedding Conjeture that operations that take plae at one level annottake plae again at a higher, more omprehensive level, where other operations de�ning that levelapply.Origin of the name:This was informally referred to as the `Williams yle' in Chomsky's 1974 MIT lass letures.(9) Generalized Ban on Improper Movement (GBOIM, theorem; Williams (2003, 72)):Given a Pollok/Cinque-style lausal struture X1 > ... > Xn (where Xi takes Xi+1P as itsomplement), a movement operation that spans a matrix and an embedded lause annot movean element from Xj in the embedded lause to Xi in the matrix, where i <j.(10) Prinzip der hierarhiekonformen Bewegung (Sternefeld (1992)):Bewegung von α nah β ist nur möglih, wenn der Typ(α) in der Hierarhie [Topik > SpeC >Adj > SpeI > SpeV℄ tiefer ist als der Typ(β).(11) Generalized Prohibition against Improper Movement (GenPIM; Abels (2008)):No onstituent may undergo movement of type τ if it has been a�eted by movement of type σ,where τ < σ under UCOOL.(12) The Universal Constraint on Operational Ordering in Language (UCOOL; Abels (2008)):
θ < srambling < A-movement < wh < topialization(13) A�etedness of onstituents (Abels (2008)):A onstituent α is a�eted by a movement operation i�a. α is re�exively ontained in the onstituent reated by movement, andb. α is in a (re�exive) domination relation with the moved onstituent.Note:The notion of a�etedness is required beause the GenPIM is supposed to restrit not only theinteration of movement operations applying to a single item, but also the interation of movementoperations applying to two di�erent items that are base-generated in a dominane relation (sur�ngpaths/freezing on�gurations and diving paths/remnant movement on�gurations). I will disregardthese latter issues in what follows. (Ideally, the relevant data an be derived independently, withoutreourse to a theory of improper movement; in addition, it is not absolutely unontroversial that theproperties of the respetive movement interations are indeed idential.)Analysis:In all the approahes that rely on some version of the Williams Cyle, improper movement in (1-b)�(4-b), (5) (and elsewhere) an be aounted straightforwardly; in partiular, movement from SpeCto SpeV, Spev, or SpeT is bloked. 3

2.4 The Ativity ConditionRef.:Chomsky (2001) (and many others)Assumption:To be eligible for movement, an item must have an ative feature sought by the movement-induinghead.Analysis:In English super-raising onstrutions, the moved DP has its φ- and ase features heked in the lowerTP; hene, it annot be attrated by matrix T.(14) Super-Raising:*Mary1 seems [CP t′1 that t1 likes John ℄Problem (Nevins (2004)):The Ativity Condition is empirially problemati; in partiular, it is at variane with the existeneof non-nominative subjets in SpeT that have their φ- and ase features heked independently (andearlier in the derivation).2.5 Feature SplittingRef.:Obata & Epstein (2011)Assumptions:(i) The PIC fores long-distane movement via SpeC.(ii) Uninterpretable features (like ase) are not permitted in the edge domain of a phase head (C) onethe phase head's omplement has undergone spell-out (based on Rihards (2007), Chomsky (2008)).(iii) In view of (ii), feature splitting must take plae if a wh-subjet is to undergo movement: Thease/φ-features undergo movement to SpeT (under Agree with T, whih has inherited the relevantprobes from C); and the wh- (or Q-) feature undergoes a separate (but simultaneous) movement stepto SpeC, as in (15).(15) Movement of a Wh-Subjet:[CP Who[wh] C [TP who[φ],[case] T [vP who[wh],[φ],[case] left ℄℄℄ ?Analysis:In ases like (16), matrix T does not �nd a mathing goal: The opy in the lower SpeT positionhas undergone spell-out already, and the opy in the lower SpeC position does not have φ- and asefeatures anymore.(16) Super-Raising of Wh-Phrases:*Who seems [CP who[wh] C [TP who[φ],[case] [T will ℄ [vP who[wh],[φ],[case] leave ℄℄℄ ?Note:This analysis should generalize to ases where the super-raised item is not a wh-phrase.
4



2.6 Problems With the Existing Analyses2.6.1 GeneralityThe aounts developed in Chomsky (2001) and Obata & Epstein (2011) are on�ned to super-raising,and annot be generalized to other ases of improper movement (like, e.g. long-distane sramblingin German) in any obvious way. In these other ontexts, there is, by assumption, some head in theupper lause that attrats some item from the lower lause (i.e., that shares some feature with suhan item) in a way that no other head (in the lower lause) does.2.6.2 LoalityExept for, possibly, Chomsky (2001) and Obata & Epstein (2011), all analyses require sanning largeamounts of syntati struture. Therefore, they are inompatible with a stritly loal derivationalapproah to struture-building that permits only a very small amount of aessible syntati strutureat any step of the derivation (given the PIC and Strit Cyliity).2.6.3 PromisuityGiven the PIC and the assumption that CP, vP, and DP are phases, intermediate movementsteps to Spev, SpeC, and SpeD are required for all movement types without neessarily givingrise to improper movement e�ets; i.e., these intermediate landing sites are highly promisuous.Things get only worse if all intervening XPs must be rossed via intermediate movement stepsto SpeX in the ourse of movement (Sportihe (1989), Takahashi (1994), Agbayani (1998);Chomsky (1995; 2005; 2008), Bo²kovi¢ (2002), Boekx (2003), and Boekx & Grohmann (2007),among many others). It seems that there are two straightforward options under suh a view, andneither is unproblemati. First, only riterial positions (�nal landing sites of movement) ountfor improper movement. Then it is unlear how, e.g., long-distane srambling via SpeC anbe exluded. Seond, all positions (inluding all non-riterial intermediate positions) ount forimproper movement. Then it is unlear how, e.g., long-distane wh-movement via matrix Spev anbe permitted (given that long-distane srambling targetting the same position needs to be ruled out).Caveat:Things are di�erent if one assumes �avoured edge features (Abels (2012)). But these kinds of edgefeatures annot by themselves provide a omprehensive aount of all relevant instanes of impropermovement (e.g., if two inherently feature-driven movement operations ending up in riterial positionsare ombined, �avoured edge features as suh annot rule out the ombination as improper).2.6.4 So?Many ases of improper movement an in fat be derived di�erently. Conerning the phenomenatakled in Müller & Sternefeld (1993), this holds, e.g., for the asymmetry with topialization fromwh-islands vs. wh-movement from wh-islands in German (and other languages) (a maraudage e�etunder the Intermediate Step Corollary (see below) in Müller (2011)), and for the asymmetry withextration from verb-seond lauses in German (analyzed as a CED e�et derivable from the PIC inMüller (2011)).However, this does not hold for all ases, in partiular, it does not hold for the ore ases mentionedin the beginning (super-rasing, long-distane srambling, et.): No maraudage (no ompeting moveditem), no CED islands involved (other items an be extrated in idential ontexts).Goal:A loal reformulation of the Williams Cyle that is ompatible with a stritly derivational approah,5

with extremely small aessible domains throughout (phases = phrases).GenPIM [...℄ annot be understood dirtly as a onstraint on derivations (unless the standardassumption is given up that suessive yli movement is launhed before the target ofmovement is merged into the tree). I make no attempt to reformulate GenPIM in derivationalterms here. (Abels (2008))3. Bakground: Edge Features and Suessive-Cyli MovementPremise:If edge feature insertion is free (or if phase heads simply have an edge property, f. Chomsky (2008)),and if edge features are not �avoured (Abels (2012)), no restritions an be imposed. So edge featureinsertion is not free (Chomsky (2001)).Assumptions (Müller (2011)):

◦ All phrases are phases.

◦ All syntati operations are driven by designated features: Struture-building features ([•F•℄)trigger internal and external Merge, and probe features ([∗F∗℄) trigger Agree.

◦ Operation-induing features are ordered; they show up on staks, with a Last Resort onditiondemanding that only the topmost feature on a given stak an be disharged (and therebydeleted).

◦ Edge feature insertion e�eting intermediate movement steps is restrited by the Edge FeatureCondition (a modi�ation of Chomsky's original proposal).(17) Edge Feature (EFC):An edge feature [•X•℄ an be assigned to the head γ of a phase only if (a), (b), and () hold:a. The phase headed by γ is otherwise not balaned.b. γ has not yet disharged all its struture-building or probe features.. [•X•℄ ends up on top of γ's list of struture-building features.Consequene:Given these assumptions, MLC and CED follow from the PIC:(i) MLC e�ets follow beause the higher one of two items ompeting for movement to the domain ofa movement-induing head (i.e., the item that is merged later) ensures phase balane without edgefeature insertion, whih is therefore bloked; and subsequent movement of the lower item violates thePIC.(ii) CED e�ets follow beause edge feature insertion annot take plae for an item that is inludedin a last-merged spei�er of a phase head, with the phase head qualifying as inert at this point;subsequent movement of suh an item in a last-merged spei�er then also violates the PIC.A side e�et:Intermediate movement steps must take plae before regular spei�ers are merged; I refer to this asthe Intermediate Step Corollary.(18) Intermediate Step Corollary:Intermediate movement steps to spei�ers of X (as required by the PIC) must take plae beforea �nal spei�er is merged in XP. 6



A problem that is aknowledged but not resolved in Müller (2011):Edge feature insertion violates Inlusiveness.A possible solution (Lahne (2009)):Edge features do not exist as suh; there is just an edge property (or a struture-building instrution:[• •℄) that an be assigned to some feature(s) of a phase head, thereby reating an edge feature.Disharge (and deletion) of suh derivative edge features then aounts for a generalization onerningthe morphologial form of intermediate re�exes of suessive-yli movement.(19) Lahne's Generalization (Lahne (2009, 60)):Morphologial re�exes of suessive-yli movement involve elsewhere markers: If a languagehas di�erent exponents in ontexts with and without movement, then the marker that shows upin the movement ontext is less spei� than the marker that shows up in the non-movementontext.Lahne's (2009) approah:(i) Intermediate movement steps require an edge feature.(ii) Edge features are not inserted as suh; rather, an edge feature property [• •℄ is assigned (by edgeproperty insertion rules) to a feature (or features) of the phase head.(iii) The features that are thus a�eted trigger struture-building (i.e., intermediate movement) insyntax and undergo deletion.(iv) The features that are deleted are not available for post-syntati morphologial realizationanymore: impoverishment in the syntax.(v) Consequently, a less spei�, default exponent is hosen by spell-out.Problem:The feature may need to hek something that is ontradited/not found on the moved item (e.g.,an edge feature [•V•℄ is supposed to be able to attrat a DP with a on�iting ategorial feature;an edge feature [•voie:�ag•℄ may need to attrat a wh-item with a on�iting feature value (viz.,[voie:+ag℄).Conlusion:(i) The idea to onstrut edge features from existing material on phase heads (rather than insert themout of nowhere) is on the right trak.(ii) The newly formed edge features are not exatly the features that show up on phase heads.(iii) Additional assumptions are then required to apture Lahne's generalization.(But there may well be a way out, assuming that ategorial features perolate from X to XP; then (adefetive version of) X may be used as an edge feature diretly after all, without prior opying, andwith XP retaining the ategorial feature for subategorization from outside.)4. A Reformulation of the Williams Cyle4.1 AssumptionsBasi assumptions:(i) Edge features are defetive opies of ategorial features of phase heads.(ii) Edge features suessively value movement-related features of moved items, reating lists thatreord aspets of the derivational history of movement.(iii) Suh information is deleted when information of the same type is enountered.7

(iv) When the �nal landing site is reahed, f-seq must be respeted on suh lists.Mehanis:1. An edge feature is a defetive opy of the ategorial feature of a phase head aompanied by astruture-building instrution ([• •℄):

◦ [V℄ → [V℄ [•XV•℄

◦ [v℄ → [v℄, [•Xv•℄

◦ [T℄ → [T℄, [•XT•℄

◦ [C℄ → [C℄, [•XC•℄

◦ et.2. As many edge features an be generated (by opying the ategorial feature of the phase head) asare needed to e�et intermediate movement steps of items, in aordane with the Edge FeatureCondition.3. The original ontent of the feature is lost (in the ourse of defetive opying) to make the featureusable (i.e., there is no instrution anymore to merge an item with the exat same ategorialfeature as that of the phase head), but ruial aspets of the original information (viz., theategorial feature of the phase head) remain intat so as to make it possible to trae (reent)steps of the derivation: The ategorial information is still there as part of the struture-buildingedge feature, but it does not by itself restrit the nature of the merge operation that the edgefeature e�ets.(One an think of this in terms of a vaination analogy: A virus, e.g., is rendered inative bydestroying its ontents, but the protein shell is preserved.)4. Movement-related features of moved items have lists as values:

◦ [Σ:�℄ (srambling)

◦ [wh:�℄ (wh-movement)

◦ [top:�℄ (topializtion)

◦ [rel:�℄ (relativization)

◦ [epp:�℄ (raising to SpeT, whatever ultimately underlies this feature)5. Edge feature disharge involves valuation of the movement-related feature of the moved item bythe (defetive) ategorial information on the phase head, so as to ensure omplete mathing ofthe two items. Categorial information is suessively added on top of the list.

◦ Merge(V:[•XV•℄, DP:[wh:�℄) → V DP:[wh: V ℄

◦ Merge(v:[•Xv•℄, DP:[wh: V ℄) → v DP:[wh: vV ℄

◦ Merge(T:[•XT•℄, DP:[wh: vV ℄) → T DP:[wh: TvV ℄

◦ Merge(C:[•XC•℄, DP:[wh: TvV ℄) → C DP:[wh: CTvV ℄6. When idential ategorial information is added at the top, the original information is deletedat the bottom. (The system is derivational, and information gets lost during the derivation.E�etively, this instantiates a ban on reursion in feature value lists, possibly motivated byeonomy onsiderations.) 8



◦ Merge(C:[•XC•℄, DP:[wh: TvV ℄) → C DP:[wh: CTvV ℄

◦ Merge(V:[•XV•℄, DP:[wh: CTvV ℄) → V DP:[wh: VCTvV ℄

◦ Merge(v:[•Xv•℄, DP:[wh: VCTvV ℄) → v DP:[wh: vVCTvV ℄7. When a moved item has reahed its target position, it disharges the movement-related struture-building feature of the head; this feature must also arry the ategorial information of the headit is assoiated with, e.g., [•whC•℄.
◦ Merge(v:[•Xv•℄, DP:[wh: VCTvV ℄) → v DP:[wh: vVCTvV ℄

◦ Merge(T:[•XT•℄, DP:[wh: vVCTvV ℄) → T DP:[wh: TvVCTvV ℄

◦ Merge(C:[•whC•℄, DP:[wh: TvVCTV ℄) → C DP:[wh: CTvVCTvV ℄8. At this point, it is determined whether the information reording the intermediate landing sitesonforms to the funtional sequene (f-seq) independently established in syntati strutures(e.g., C≻T≻v≻V). This is the Williams Cyle.
◦ Merge(C:[•whC•℄, DP:[wh: TvVCTV ℄) → C DP:[wh: CTvVCTvV ℄
◦ Chek C DP:[wh: CTvVCTvV ℄ → C DP:[wh:ok CTvV CTvV℄(20) Edge Feature Condition (EFC, revised):An edge feature [•Xγ•℄ an be generated by opying the ategorial feature of a head γ of a phaseonly if (a), (b), and () hold:a. The phase headed by γ is otherwise not balaned.b. γ has not yet disharged all its struture-building or probe features.. [•X•℄ ends up on top of γ's list of struture-building features.(21) Williams Cyle:Categorial information on a list of a movement-related feature α must onform to f-seq when αis heked by an inherent struture-building feature of a phase head (i.e., in riterial positions).4.2 Simple Wh-Movement(22) Simple Wh-Movement in English:(I wonder) [CP what2 C [TP she1 T [vP t1 v [VP said t2 ℄℄℄℄(23) Derivation:a. [V′ [V said ℄[•XV•] what[wh:�] ℄b. [VP what

[wh: V ]

[V′ [V said ℄℄℄ (no Anti-Loality, pae Abels (2003)/Grohmann (2003)). [v′ v[•Xv•]≻[•D•] [VP what

[wh: V ]

[V′ [V said ℄ ℄℄℄d. [v′ what[wh: vV ]

[v′ v[•D•] [VP [V′ [V said ℄ ℄℄℄℄e. [vP she [v′ what[wh: vV ]

[v′ v [VP [V′ [V said ℄ ℄℄℄℄℄ (Intermediate Step Corollary)f. [T′ T[•XT•]≻[•epp•] [vP she [v′ what[wh: vV ]

[v′ v [VP [V′ [V said ℄ ℄℄℄℄℄℄g. [T′ what

[wh: TvV ]

T[•epp•] [vP she [v′ [v′ v [VP [V′ [V said ℄ ℄℄℄℄℄℄h. [TP she [T′ what

[wh: TvV ]

T [vP [v′ [v′ v [VP [V′ [V said ℄ ℄℄℄℄℄℄℄i. [C′ C[•wh•] [TP she [T′ what

[wh: TvV ]

T [vP [v′ [v′ v [VP [V′ [V said ℄ ℄℄℄℄℄℄℄℄j. [CP what

[wh: CTvV ]

[C′ C [TP she [T′ T [vP [v′ [v′ v [VP [V′ [V said ℄ ℄℄℄℄℄℄℄℄℄ (okf-seq)9

4.3 Long-Distane Wh-Movement(24) Long-Distane Wh-Movement in English:What2 do you think [CP C [TP she1 T [vP t1 v [VP said t2 ℄℄℄℄ ?(25) Derivation:a. [V′ [V said ℄[•XV•] what[wh:�] ℄b. [VP what

[wh: V ]

[V′ [V said ℄ ℄℄. [v′ v[•Xv•]≻[•D•] [VP what

[wh: V ]

[V′ [V said ℄ ℄℄℄d. [v′ what[wh: vV ]

[v′ v[•D•] [VP [V′ [V said ℄ ℄℄℄℄e. [vP she [v′ what[wh: vV ]

[v′ v [VP [V′ [V said ℄ ℄℄℄℄℄ (Intermediate Step Corollary)f. [T′ T[•XT•]≻[•epp•] [vP she [v′ what[wh: vV ]

[v′ v [VP [V′ [V said ℄ ℄℄℄℄℄℄g. [T′ what

[wh: TvV ]

T[•epp•] [vP she [v′ [v′ v [VP [V′ [V said ℄ ℄℄℄℄℄℄h. [TP she [T′ what

[wh: TvV ]

T [vP [v′ [v′ v [VP [V′ [V said ℄ ℄℄℄℄℄℄℄i. [C′ C[•XC•] [TP she [T′ what

[wh: TvV ]

T [vP [v′ [v′ v [VP [V′ [V said ℄ ℄℄℄℄℄℄℄℄j. [CP what

[wh: CTvV ]

[C′ C [TP she [T′ T [vP [v′ [v′ v [VP [V′ [V said ℄ ℄℄℄℄℄℄℄℄℄k. [V′ [V think℄[•XV•] [CP what

[wh: CTvV ]

[C′ C [TP she said ℄℄℄℄l. [VP what

[wh: VCTvV ]

[V′ [V think℄ [CP [C′ C [TP she said ℄℄℄℄℄m. [v′ v[•Xv•]≻[•D•] [VP what

[wh: VCTvV ]

[V′ [V think℄ [CP [C′ C [TP she said ℄℄℄℄℄℄n. [v′ what[wh: vVCTvV ]

[v′ v[•D•] [VP [V′ [V think℄ [CP [C′ C [TP she said ℄℄℄℄℄℄℄o. [vP you [v′ what[wh: vVCTvV ]

[v′ v [VP [V′ [V think℄ [CP [C′ C [TP she said ℄℄℄℄℄℄℄℄p. [T′ T[•XT•]≻[•epp•] [vP you [v′ what[wh: vVCTvV ]

[v′ v [VP think she said ℄℄℄℄℄q. [T′ what

[wh: TvVCTvV ]

[T′ T[•epp•] [vP you [v′ [v′ v [VP think she said ℄℄℄℄℄℄r. [TP you [T′ what

[wh: TvVCTvV ]

[T′ T [vP [v′ [v′ v [VP think she said ℄℄℄℄℄℄℄s. [C′ C[•wh•] [TP you [T′ what

[wh: TvVCTvV ]

[T′ T [vP [v′ [v′ v [VP think she said ℄℄℄℄℄℄℄℄t. [CP what

[wh: CTvVCTvV ]

[C′ C [TP you think she said ℄℄℄ (okf-seq)4.4 Clause-Bound Srambling(26) Clause-Bound Srambling in German:dassthat dasthe Buh1bookacc

keinerno-one-nom t1 liestreads(27) Derivation:a. [V′ [DP das Buh ℄[Σ:�] [V liest ℄[•XV•] ℄b. [VP [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: V ]

[V′ [V liest ℄℄℄. [v′ [VP [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: V ]

[V′ [V liest ℄℄℄ v[•D•]≻[•Σ•] ℄d. [v′ keiner [v′ [VP [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: V ]

[V′ [V liest ℄℄℄ v[•Σ•] ℄℄e. [vP [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: vV ]

[v′ keiner [v′ [VP [V′ [V liest ℄℄℄ v ℄℄℄f. [TP [vP [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: vV ]

[v′ keiner [v′ [VP [V′ [V liest ℄℄℄ v ℄℄℄ T ℄ (okf-seq)g. [CP [C dass ℄ [TP [vP [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: vV ]

[v′ keiner [v′ [VP [V′ [V liest ℄℄℄ v ℄℄℄ T ℄℄10



4.5 The Ban on Long-Distane Srambling(28) The Ban on Long-Distane Srambling in German:*dassthat KarlKarlnom

dasthe Buhbookacc

glaubtthinks dassthat keinerno-onenom

t1 liestreads(29) Derivation:a. [V′ [DP das Buh ℄[Σ:�] [V liest ℄[•XV•] ℄b. [VP [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: V ]

[V′ [V liest ℄℄℄. [v′ [VP [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: V ]

[V′ [V liest ℄℄℄ v[•Xv•]≻[•D•] ℄d. [v′ [VP [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: V ]

[V′ [V liest ℄℄℄ v[•Xv•]≻[•D•] ℄e. [v′ [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: vV ]

[v′ [VP [V′ [V liest ℄℄℄ v[•D•] ℄℄f. [vP keiner [v′ [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: vV ]

[v′ [VP [V′ [V liest ℄℄℄ v ℄℄℄g. [T′ [vP keiner [v′ [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: vV ]

[v′ [VP [V′ [V liest ℄℄℄ v ℄℄℄ T[•XT•] ℄h. [TP [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: TvV ]

[T′ [vP keiner [v′ [v′ [VP [V′ [V liest ℄℄℄ v ℄℄℄ T ℄℄i. [C′ [C dass ℄[•XC•] [TP [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: TvV ]

[T′ [vP keiner liest v ℄ T ℄℄℄j. [CP [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: CTvV ]

[C′ [C dass ℄ [TP [T′ [vP keiner liest v ℄ T ℄℄℄℄k. [V′ [CP [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: CTvV ]

[C′ [C dass ℄ [TP keiner liest v T ℄ [V glaubt ℄[•XV•] ℄℄℄l. [VP [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: VCTvV ]

[V′ [CP [C′ [C dass ℄ [TP keiner liest v T ℄ [V glaubt ℄℄℄℄℄m. [v′ [VP [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: VCTvV ]

[V′ [CP dass keiner liest ℄ [V glaubt ℄℄℄ v[•D•]≻[•Σ•] ℄n. [v′ Karl [v′ [VP [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: VCTvV ]

[V′ [CP dass keiner liest ℄ [V glaubt ℄℄℄ v[•Σ•] ℄℄o. [v′ [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: vVCTvV ]

[v′ Karl [v′ [VP [V′ [CP dass keiner liest ℄ [V glaubt ℄℄℄ v ℄℄℄p. [vP [v′ [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: vVCTvV ]

[v′ Karl [v′ [VP [V′ [V glaubt ℄℄℄ v ℄ [CP dass keiner liest ℄℄℄℄(extraposition, features ignored for perspiuity)q. [T′ [vP [v′ [DP das Buh ℄

[Σ: vVCTvV ]

[v′ Karl [v′ glaubt dass keiner liest ℄℄℄℄ T[•epp•] ℄ (EPPis optional in German; Grewendorf (1989))r. [TP Karl [T′ [vP [v′ [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: vVCTvV ]

[v′ [v′ glaubt dass keiner liest ℄℄℄℄ T ℄℄ (*f-seq
→ *Williams Cyle → rash)Note:The same onsequene arises if long-distane srambing targets SpeV rather than Spev (whihmight be an option yielding the same string given that EPP is optional in German). The onlydi�erene would be a fatal (f-seq-violating) value * VCTvV of Σ on DP instead of * vVCTvV .Note:It is also predited that a wh-phrase that undergoes long-distane movement annot feed eventualwh-movement by intermediate, feature-driven long-distane srambling to, say, Spev (as opposed tousing Spev as an esape hath provided by an edge feature). Assuming that it is the presene ofa riterial (Σ) on�guration that helps to avoid weak rossover on�gurations (for many speakers)and superiority on�gurations in German, the data show that true long-distane srambling is notan option for long-distane wh-movement (Frey (1993), Büring & Hartmann (1994), Fanselow (1996),Hek & Müller (2000), Pesetsky (2000)).(30) Superiority E�ets: 11

a. (IhI weiÿknow niht)not was2whatacc

C wer1whonom

t2 gesagtsaid hathasb. *Wen2whomacc

hathas wer1whonom

geglaubtbelieved [CP dassthat derthe FritzFritz t2 mag ℄ ?likes(31) Weak Crossover E�ets:a. ?Wen1whom maglikes seine1his Muttermother t1 ?b. *Wen1whom hathas seine1his Muttermother gesagtsaid [CP dassthat wirwe t1 einladeninvite sollten ℄ ?should4.6 Super-Raising(32) Simple Super-Raising:*Mary1 seems t′1 that t1 likes JohnAnalysis:The relevant movement-related feature on Mary is (by assumption) [epp℄; matrix T (by assumption)bears the orresponding struture-building feature [•epp•℄. Movement must take plae via the em-bedded TP and CP domains, and via the matrix VP and vP domains. In the �nal matrix SpeTposition where [•epp•℄ is disharged with the moved DP, [epp℄ on DP has the value TvVCT , whihfatally violates f-seq (hene, the Williams Cyle) beause C has not yet been removed.(33) Super-Raising Feeding Wh-Movement:a. *Who1 t′′1 seems [CP t′1 C t1 will leave ℄ ?b. *What1 t′′1 seems [CP t′1 that it was said t1 ℄ ?Analysis:The reasoning is idential. EPP-driven movement to matrix SpeT gives rise to a violation of theWilliams Cyle whih annot subsequently be made undone by matrix wh-movement (there is nobak-traking or look-ahead).4.7 Other Loal Movement TypesObservation:Other movement types that target positions in the TP, vP or VP areas an also not apply long-distanevia CP, and for the same reason: When the (riterial) target position is reahed, there will at least bean f-seq-violating C on the list of the movement-related feature on the moved item, and so a violationof the Williams Cyle will be unavoidable.5. Extensions5.1 DP-Internal PP PreposingNote:German has a movement type that involves PPs and targets SpeD (Lindauer (1995)).(34) DP-Internal Preposing of PPs in German:[DP2

[PP1

Überabout diethe Liebe ℄love [D′ das/einthe/a Gerühtrumour t1 ℄℄ kenneknow ihI t212



Assumption:Suppose the f-seq is CTvVDNP. Then, DP-internal PP Preposing in CNPC on�gurations shouldadditionally violate the Williams Cyle, in ontrast to long-distane PP wh-movement. Long-distanePP srambling is also predited to violate the Williams Cyle in addition. (In (34), the list on therelevant feature, say [ω℄, of the moved PP in the �nal position respets the Williams Cyle: [ω: DN ℄.Preditions for P stranding may also arise under these assumptions.)(35) DP-Internal PP Preposing and the Williams Cyle :a.??[PP1

Überabout diethe Liebe ℄love kenneknow ihI [DP das/einthe/a Gerühtrumour [CP dassthat sieshe eina Buhbook t1 geshriebenwrittenhat ℄℄hasWilliams Cyle: ok[wh: CTvVDNCTvVDN ℄b. *[DP PP1 Überabout diethe Liebe ℄love [D′ das/einthe/a Gerühtrumour [CP dassthat sieshe eina Buhbook t1 geshriebenwritten hat ℄℄℄haskenneknow ihIWilliams Cyle: *[ω: DNCTvVDN ℄. *Esexpl kenntknows [PP1

überabout diethe Liebe ℄love keinerno-one [D′ das/einthe/a Gerühtrumour [CP dassthat sieshe eina Buhbook t1geshriebenwritten hat ℄℄℄hasWilliams Cyle: *[Σ: vVDNCTvVDN ℄5.2 RelativizationObservation (Bayer & Salzmann (2009); also Plank (1981)):Many speakers of German do not permit long-distane relativization (in ontrast to wh-movement ortopialization).(36) Impossible Long-Distane Relativization in German:a. *Dasthis istis einerone [RelP der1who ihI glaubebelieve [CP dassthat t1 dasthis sha�enmanage wird ℄℄willb. *derthe Mannman [RelP den1who ihI glaubebelieve [CP dassthat MariaMaria t1 liebt ℄℄lovesAnalysis:This follows if [C > Rel℄ aording to f-seq. Then, the relative pronouns in (36) eventually bear afeature [rel℄ that violates the Williams Cyle: *[rel: RelTvVCT(vV) ℄5.3 ECM ConstrutionsObservation (Abels (2008)):A strit interpretation of the Williams Cyle (like the one adopted here) is problemati if ECM isanalyzed as raising to objet; the relevant movement-related feature on the raised objet would thenhave a value vVTvV , whih would violate the Williams Cyle. (Raising to objet annot possibly beassumed to reah the TP domain, as would be required.)However, it is unlear whether there is raising to objet.(37) Evidene for ECM Analyses (Stowell (1991)):a. John promised repeatedly to leave 13

b. John believed Mary repeatedly to have left (she left repeatedly). *John believed Mary sinerely to have left(38) Con�iting Evidene for Raising to Objet Analyses (Lasnik (1999)):?The DA proved the defendants1 to be guilty during eah other1's trials.5.4 Languages that Permit Long-Distane SramblingObservation:Languages like Japanese, Korean, and Russian have long-distane srambling from unontroversialCPs.(39) Long-Distane Srambling in Russian (Zemskaja (1973)):a. Tyyou doktor1dotornom

videlsaw [CP kogdawhen t1 pod"ezºal ℄ ?ameb. Vyyouplur

poylku1parelacc

videlisaw [CP kakhow zapakovali(they-)did-up t1 ℄ ?Analysis:(i) Categorial features may well have a �ne struture, in the sense that they onsist of more primitivefeatures (f. Chomsky's [±N℄, [±V℄ yielding natural lasses of V, N, A, P).(ii) Suppose that [θ℄, [ase℄, [A-bar℄ are more primitive features that apture natural lasses of ate-gorial features. E.g., [top℄, [rel℄, [wh℄ are all omposed of [A-bar℄ plus other features; and the samemay hold for the heads of landing sites of long-distane srambling.(iii) As a parametrized option, edge features may also be even more defetive and impoverished opiesof the original ategorial feature, suh that only a subfeature (that aptures a natural lass) is opied;e.g., [•XA−bar•℄ instead of, say, [•Xwh•℄ and [•XΣ•℄.(iv) Disharge of [•XA−bar•℄ in a srambling position will then su�e to delete a lower [•XA−bar•℄based on earlier movement through SpeC, thereby satisfying the Williams Cyle.(v) This option would also work for a raising to objet analyses of ECM onstrutions.
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